September 22, 2016

The following was sent to the listserv.

**Great Opportunity: Wonderlic Certification for Instructors**

We have a great opportunity for you, your program, and, most importantly, your students!

Your local adult education staff may become a certified Wonderlic AtB administrator and your Learning Center a Wonderlic Testing Center.

Having this capability will provide greater access for your students to participate in Accelerating Opportunity Kentucky (AOKY), which requires a passing Wonderlic score.

**If you are interested in becoming Wonderlic-certified (an online tutorial and certification - administered by Wonderlic), please send an e-mail to Debbie McCoy at debbiem.mccoy@ky.gov by September 30, with the following information:**

1. Test administrator's first and last name
2. Fiscal agent's name
3. Physical address at which test would be administered (i.e., location/site)
4. The KCTCS college(s) to which you would be referring students

We hope that many of you take advantage of this opportunity!
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